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Administration Concerned
Life
BY EMILY DRAGS
In November of 1882. the President of The College of Wooster

formed The Committee on the

Quality of Life for Black Students
on campus. The Committee was

assembled to assess the atmosphere for blacks at the College and
to make specfic recommendations
to improve opportunities, available
to them. Three areas were emphasized by the Committee: academic
acheivement quality of black student life and finally, the community
of Wooster and blacks at the Col- -

C

lecra

'

Both the Acting Dean of Admis
sions, Hayden schilling ana Director of Black Student Affairs, Kenneth Cotni aeree a larger

commitment must be made to the
hlack rommunitv. Savs Goines.
The reasons for eominff to Wooster
are the same for blacks and whites- the eTnertation of. closeness, the
rural enviornment, and support of
once duces
the small faculty-oare here different thinzs haDDen."
. It
is obvious that attrition of
black students is markedly higher
than that of other students Half of
all blacks who leave Wooster do so
of their own accord. " 59.79 of all
blacks leave the campus, cearly a
third more "than the rate of student
attrition all over," documents the
renort released bv the Committee
on Quality of Life for black Students. " Either they dont like it.
feel uncomfortable or the students
ut

--

n

Uai.xiiIiiii aiHMi K0n An Hsvamher S. 1919 as many
"old friends" came back for the Case WesternWeoster football
game. Wooster shot Case oat 27-- an accomplishment worthy of a
"
' '
.
celebration."
However, the first Homecoming queen did not arrive on the
scene until 194. Ltvy DePastma, now sirs. Anthony Bernbei (47)of
the
Fort Worth. Texas, was crowned on Oct. it during halftime of
--Denison Wooster game.
0,

have nartienlarilv bad exneri

" continues Goixucs. Schilling
believes "A more vigorous attempt
must be made to make me scnooi
more appealing to black students
encea

Westminster Votes Not to
Approve Refugee Sanctuary
By JOHN WILKINSON
the congregaBy a vote of
tion of Westminster Church voted
Sunday not to approve a recommendation by Westminster's session to support Central American
refugees in a sanctuary program.
In accordance with Presbyterian
policy, the motion would have reaffirmative vote to
quired a
succeed. The Session of Westminster was acting on a recommendation submitted by the church's
Task Force on Central American
31-5- 9,

Refugees.

In the mission pilgrimage of
Westminster Church, members
have shown Increasing concern

over the plight of Central Americans who have fled their home
countries to seek refuge In the
United States. In many eases, these
people have been arrested as illegal aliens and deported to face
possible death, torture or imprisonment After months of investigation and discussion, the Refugee
Task Force' finalised the proposal
to Session.
, ,
Quoting from background information provided' by the Task
Force; "Even though Salvadoran
refugees meet the requirements of
the U.S. Code, Refugee Act of 1880.

and are recognized as refugees by
the United Nations Hish Commis
sioner for Refugees, the U.S. State
Department refuses tneir ngnt to
refugee status."
Citlnff documented evidence of
-extreme continuing repression of
the government in tsi satvaoor, ue
Task Force noted that almost no
aavlnm atmllcation bv Salvadoran
and Guatemalan refugees are ac
cepted. Actual cases oi reiugees
deported and then tortured or murdered are well documented. An
average of 1.000 refugees are being
deported each month. (
The 1882 General Assembly of the
United Presbyterian Church (USA)
recognized the refugee issue and
called for the cessation of our
government's current policy on
Central American refugees. The
General Assembly called for congregations of the United Presbyterian Church "...to actively resist the
immoral and Illegal policy of the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service by declaring their
churches to be 'sanctuary for refugees ..."
In response to the Biblical manand to
date trt "love the
the General Assembly action, the
Global Concerns committee recom
.

sd-iourn-

er:

mended to session that the congre
gation case some acoon on uus
of deeo concern.
natter
'
Many persons were contacted in
the past spring and summer to
provide information about the refu
gee consideration. Church and gov
ernmental officials, from across
the nation were contacted.
Two congregational meetings
were held to discuss the situation.
The first included presentations by
John Fife, pastor of the Southside
Presbyterian Church of Tucson,
and Naturalization Service. The
aeeond meeting had church mem
bers discussing the problem possi
a.
ble actions ana useiy
At this meeting, the Task
Force for Central American Refu
gees was formed. In frequent meetings during the summer, Members
nt Concrreaa were written to and
urged to implement the policy of

.

.

conse-emenee-

granting to reiugees "jsxtenaea

Voluntary Departure Status." The
Reagan Administration has not re-cnnnrldri..

-

.

The Task Force,' through inquiries within the membership, determined that there was sufficient
support to undertake a sanctuary
program. Pledges of money, food.
Continued on Page 4
.

.

and to focus on improving the
social and cultural environments
.
for them."
Ken Goings offers some analysis
as to why blacks leave the campus.
First, the work situation is undesirable to many black students. "Access to all jobs on campus are
supposedly covered by affirmative
action. Unfortuneatly, many Jobs
are acquired by the 'I know someone' method rather than being listed at the employment office, then
the black students can't get the
jobs because they are already taken."
Another major reason for attrition is the classroom situation.
Black students, "invariably feel
they are not supported by faculty
and students when speaking their
mind on an issue.". The closeness
with professors, "just isn't felt"
Lack of black professionals on
campus adds to the "disliking" of
the environment The blacks who
are at Wooster have
jobs and can't always be
available for talking with students."
Student' social affairs promote
further complications. Budgeting
allocations for the Black Student
Aannrtation IRSA) in the Snrine Of
.1982 characterised the plighUrf the
blacks on campus.' Allocations were
significantly curtaiiea. jrortunaieiy,
this year the Campus Council increased the budget for the BSA so
that black programming could be
improved. Students feel that they
are obligated to sponsor functions
because of the absence of black
oriented social and cultural func"multi-respon-slbli-

ty

tions.

Dean Schilling hopes to eradicate
many of, these problems through
increased communication and
"trying harder" to meet the needs
of the black community. The Admissions Office has undergone alterations which Schilling hopes will
add to the number of blacks applying for admission and aid in retaining the students until graduation.

With the hiring of Celestine Wilson,
action has been taken including the
revision of literature mailed to
prospective black students. Both
Schilling and Goings agree Wilson
has done an "excellent job" and
"has made such a difference" in
the recruitment process for minorities.. Goings hopes that these
changes will not be temporary and
that "we will have a few good
years of black enrollment so that
we may build the black population
up once again."
Student bousing is an additional

area of concern. Goings

denf

ex-plains,"Stu-

identity is becoming
much stronger along with
separatism due to the fact that
Instudents feel uncomfortable.
stead of living in tradtional dorms,
many black students opt to live in
Harambee House , where males
feel they can, "find more social
support and not worry about being
insulted." Goings also stated,
"Many black women have voiced
concern about there not being a
separate living space for, themselves."
Despite numerous statistics and
reports with suggestions for improvements (report by Comm. on
Quality of Life for Black Students
4s avabl on. closed reserve in
Andrews Library) for improvements, isolation of the black and
white students continues to prevail.
The only way to alter the conditions
is for blacks and whites to convey
their ideas to one another and
support each other and. take stands
on racial prejudices.
' In retrospect Dean Schilling
problem Isn't just academic, it's social and cultural The
community must play an active
role in making Wooster a desirable
place for black students. Only after
we refocus our attentions will we
attain results. We will have to wait
until May to see the results and
improvement After all, everyone
will benefit from the better
be-Iieves,"- The

Housing Situation
Next Fall
To Improve
j). cox m
j
When Wooster

break down: the nlumbins! was
'
of replacestudents returned leaking and in need
was too
system
electrical
ment;
the
housing
for the 1983--1 school year,
was apparently a mess. Crandell old to safely service the building:
floor supports
was destroyed, Bissman and Stev- and finally, the first threatening
to
and
sagging
were
and
closed,
enson basements were
two small bouses were no longer cave in. possibly within the next
'
year.
part of the system.
house
to
registered
was
Crandell
Betty
Rea's
False rumors about
of its potential occudeparture after this year and the twenty-on- e
who
the Trustees found
pants,
AnHolden
of
destruction
imminent
elsewhere in the
housed
be
could
camnex were spreading over the
pus. The short summer required housing system. However, the
the
work completed in eightweeks that move significantly reduced
dismove
to
ability
or
flexihiflty.
was usuaally done in twelvcin
the new satisfied students to comfortable
addition to
As
semester system. As a result no arrangements in empty spaces.bad
students
a
happening
result
one was sure what was
difficulties obtaining rooms and
in housing.
students with roommate problems
bothered
Crandell
of
The demise
virtually no options, unless a
had
Don
According
to
most students.
switch could be arTneis.the house was destroyed be- roommate
'
.
cause it was falling apart: the roof ranged.
Flexibility is created, in a normal
was "shot" and many irreplaceable
year, by students who decide not to
siding shingles were lost; sections
. Continued on Page
:
of the heating system were about to
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The Obsession
With Noise

ltS3

SO.

,l

The almighty Scot's Key explains that the right to quiet
for study and sleep supersedes the privilege of making
noise.' The problem is that most students interpret this
statement as saying they have a right' to make noise. A
right to expose everyone else to the mega-decibeprojecting
from their personal hi-- fi store. A right to
on
Friday and Saturday night. A right to hold social hours when
and where they want. Of course, as a virtue of these rights, a
student is never forced to think about the consequences of
(if at all).
such actions until after-the-faStudents are famous for the need to
after
a rugged week of classes. No one has ever figured out exactly
what it means to
but one of its most
consistent ingredients is ridiculously loud music. One can
experience this at almost anytime, but the best place is
weekend parties. The claim is that students can meet new
people at these extravaganzas. The fact is, you can't even
meet someone you already know, let alone anyone else. It is
strictly impossible to carry on a conversation, even with
yourself. Half the time such experiences are physically
ll
painful, combining
bodies, air shipped in from
Los Angeles, and 120 decibel music.
The truth is, I like to listen to music as much as anybody.
But it is insane to think that music must be played at the
g
usual
volumes to be enjoyed.
The noise problem seems to come to a climax at college, '
where an underpriviledged student is defined as one who does
not bring a stereo on campus. This poor individual will
continually have to answer the question of how he intends to
survive the year without being able to torture himself with
bouncing vibrations. I, for one, find it very offensive that
other people feel they have the right to subject me to their
tastes in music. The type of music makes no difference. The
truth is, there is no such thing as a 'right' to make noise, just
extremely obnoxious people.
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'blow-off-stea-

'blow-off-stea-
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wall-to-wa-

mind-bogglin-

TOM HETRICX

Drinking Age 21?
I am writing this column in
regard to the Coalition for 21's
effort to increase the drinking age
from 19 to 21. I do not favor this
proposal because this organization,
by concentrating on this particular
age group, has overlooked the

widespread problem of drunken
driving that also occurs in older
age groups. Nevertheless, it seems,
that the Coalition's goal of placing

this issue on the November ballot is
response to the
a
shocking number of alcohol-relate- d
deaths among young adults. Needless to say, their argument is
supported by insurance companies'
statistics which are not in favor of
this age group.
Although I appreciate the Coalition's concern. I disagree with its
method of solving the problem. By
emphasizing the numbers 19 and
21, it undermines its purpose. Furthermore, concerned parents and
other adults over 21 have signed
this organization's petitions because the coalition's cause sounds
both simple and appealing. - The
Coalition for 21, however, gives me
the distinct impression that at the
magical age of 21, 19-- and
transforms themselves into
responsible adults. Can two. 20 or
even 30 years really make a difference for some people?
Recently, some elected officials
have been found guilty of driving
under the influence of alcohol. Yet
all they had to do was pay a fine.
Certainly, no one would dare raise
the drinking age 60 or 70 because of
these individuals' indiscretions. Indeed, a person's age is not always
an indication of his or her maturity.
'The Coalition for 21 would do
effective job of decreasing
well-meani-
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Hoescbele, Carolyn Matthews, Kathy
Marshall, Bob Northrup, Emily Drage,
Cheryl Lower. Mare Miller. Drew
drcreek. Carol Pearson. John Sxekerea,
Doug Chflcott, Rick Freaa, Warren
i.
del. David Boop. John Petrie, Floyd.
Van-Wilkinso-

Sei-Co-

n,

aleohol-relate- d

deaths by informing an people,
rather than concentrating its time
and money upon a select and rela"

tively powerless group. Changing
the drinking age is an ineffective
stop-ga- p
measure. I will not support this proposal on election day.
SUZANNE E. BUTCHER

Editors:
ReAn article entitled "Hard-Se-ll
ligion appeared in the recently
distributed issue of Nutshell. We
believe that the. article requires a
response which addresses the issue
of "Hard-Sel- l
Religion" from another perspective. The author.
Rasa Gustaitis, reports that some
college students are being psychologically coerced and possibly
brain-washinto large commitments of time and energy to religious groups like the Church of
Christ This unhappy fact is dealt
with by the author in a way which
we have two objections to. She
makes no distinction among religious groups and provides a very
poor definition of the term "cult"
In addition, she fails to recognize
the positive aspects of religious
commitment and the fact that to a
true and uncoerced believer, no
commitment to the cause of Jesus
Christ is too high.
According to Rasa Gustaitis, a
cult has a strong leader, a revealed
word (such as the Bible), a system
of enforced boundaries concerning
membership, and requires a large
commitment of time and effort
from members. This allows no
distinction between a wide number
of groups. One might inlcude
football team as a cult, since it has
a playbook, coach, team try outs,
practices. If we acand
cept her defnition, the closest disciples of Jesus Christ were a cult.
They early church would have also
constituted a cult because of the
charismatic leadership of the apostles. We believe our own survival
ed

20-year-o- lds

Business Manager

Nutshell
Article
Slanted

re

two-a-d-

ay

spiritually and physically depend,
on a relationship with Jesus Chris
and commitment to His churcl
(John 15:5, 6). The Christian reli
gion which seems to bear sue
respect today, and Jesus Chris
who is respected as a great teache:
by most people, are by Rasa Gus
taitis' definition cultic.
Throughout the article Rasa Gus
taitis is dismayed at all forms o
deep commitment. By her stan
dards it would be wise for anyoni
who spends more than fifteen hour,
a week in any endeavor (liki
school, business, sports, or reli
gion) to cool it It is as if religion
commitment of any real seal i
something to be skeptical of. W
would agree that a legalistic com1
mitment wrought only out of i
desire to please friends and churcl
authorities wouldn't reflect a com
mitment of love for Jesus. Jesu
said, "If you love me you will kee
my commandments." Once w
have entered into a love relation
ship with Jesus Christ our commit
ment to him . win be based on ou:
willful love for him rather than oui
desire to satisfy the religious law:
of men. We would again use as ai
example those early believers wh
loved Jesus and followed the cros:
of Jesus Christ to persecution am
death. Jesus proclaimed "If anyoni
wishes to come after me, let bin
deny himself, and take up hi
cross, and follow me." If the earl;
believers had only served Jesus foi
fifteen hours a week the churcl
would never have been started
They knew their commitment war
to the true Way because they ha
been with Jesus. The early disci
pies around the
A.D
also knew what the phrase "Jesui
is Lord" meant "Jesus is Lord'
stfll means that Jesus is the mas.
ter. Many Christians of today vrC
demand the concept of Jesus ae
Savior but 'misunderstand that hi
;
also has a right to be the Lord.
Mark Bowyer
Jeffrey Ulmei
--

first-centu- ry

--
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300 Years:

i

Germans
In America

,'t

t

tr

BY SUSAN FIGG31

"America, you've got it better!"
said Goethe In the 18th century.
Apparently many other Germans
thought so as well; for. If the
United States is a melting pot, a
major ingredient over the years
has been the mass of German
immigrants and their German-America- n
children.
The first official boat-loa- d
of
Germans arrived in the American
colonies in 1683, although some
scholars would claim that a certain
Eberhard Pels of Stettin was the
first beer brewer on American soil
clear back in 1642.
Many of us can point to at least
one German ancestor, and be proud
of our relationship to German-America- n
culture, which has
brought us: Babe Ruth, Bethelhem
and Germantown, Pa., the Gold
Rush, the beer industry, Albert
Einstein and Werner von Braun,
the Amish, opera and concert life
in the United States, Marlene Dietrich, Bruno Walter and Walter
Gropius, freedom of the press, the
Christmas tree, Henry Kissinger,
a
and the Abolitionist Movement
varied, impressive, and by no
means exhaustive catalogue.
This fall the Department of German celebrates the German-America-n
tricentennial year with a series
of talks and films highlighting the
special relationship between the
U.S. and the German speaking
world. On Thursday, Oct 6, Richard Schade, Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures,
University of Cincinnati, will be a
guest on campus. With a Ph.D. in
German from Yale University, Professor Schade publishes chiefly on
German literature of the 16th and
17th centuries. He is currently editor of the Lessing Yearbook and
head -- of the International Lessing
Society
At 4 p.m. in Lean Lecture Room
Schade will show slides and describe German life and culture in
and around a major American city
Cincinnati. The talk demonstrates how many elements of Ger-

man culture flourish in an American context Schade's presentation
also offers a fascinating model for
researching ethnic life in one's own

backyard.

At 7:30 p.m., also in Lean Lecture Rom, Schade will speak on the
topic "Virtuous Sentiments and Excellent Lessons: On the Reception
of Lessing in America." Gotthold

Ephraim Lessing, a major poet and
thinker of the German Enlighten-

ment, has influenced American

ideas about education, freedom,
religious tolerance, and political
independence. Schade's talk will be
followed by a reception with reInternationfreshments in Bibcock
al House Lounge. '
The Germans in America series
will continue later in the semester
with a talk by Professor William
Schreiber on Germans in Ohio
(Oct 19) and two Hollywood films
made by German film directors,
with an introduction and commentary by Professor Richard Flgge.
(Oct 11 and 27).
Alle sind herzlich wfllkommen.
All presentations will be in English.

,
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Creationist Challenge
To Mateer And Wishart
?

" BY CHRIS LUSS
L. Gordon Talt's convocation ad
dress, A Bright Moment in Woos- -j
ter's History; Creatkuusm vs. Evo
lution in the 1920's. offered a
glimpse of the past which has
, continued relevance to the present
as witnessed by the Creatkmism vs.
Evolutionism debate last week.
This time Professor Tait exam-

ined two more formidable speakers, past Wooster president
"Prexy" Wishart (as his students
lovingly called him) as the "Great
d
Commoner" and
presidential nominee, William Jennings Bryan, famous for his rote in
the later Scope's Monkey trial'
Wishart a Presbyterian minister
in Chicago, was elected Wooster
president m 1919. At this same
time, fundamentalist Protestants
were reacting against the attacks
on basic Christian doctrines, as
they saw them, and especially in
the form of evolution. The only war
against evolution was led by Bryan,
who after a notable political ca
reer, took up the cause of moral
and religious issues. '
Bryan had made a career of
championing popular causes of the
little people of America, once Saying that U.S. labor would never be
crucified on a "Cross of Gold" by
big business. A great and extravagant orator, "Loved the sound of
his own voice," Bryan and Wishart
had had friendly encounters a few
times before.
Once Wishart as a seminary
student visited Bryan on a whim
and was cordially received. Bryan,
in Pittsat a ministers meeting
burgh, had used - the time that
Wishart gave him to deliver a x
minute denunciation of evolution.
Wishart said, "Mr. Bryan, knowing
little of science, but lecturing constantly, has never learned anything
of evolution."
In Wooster, evolution was being
taught by Horace Mateer, a biologist and 'physician. As Tait said.
"Wooster had long since held the
Genesis account as a picturesque
and poetical symbol for creation."
thrice-defeate-

Gordon Tate, of the religion
convection "Creatkmum versus k

ant. sDoko loCtOy at Tuesday's
" Photograph by John Ssekaroo.

Trustees To Be On
Campus In October
By PATRICIA BAUERLE

The College of Woosters 40 trust
ees will conduct one of their three
yearly meetings on October
The trustees, as acuta! owners of
the College, are responsible for
formulating campus policies.
Deborah Hilty, Secretary of the
Board, said that the trustees are
the ones who make decisions to
ensure the colleges future and who
are responsible "to get the college
name out"
Specific responsibilities of the
Board of Trustees include selecting
the president of the college and
approving course degrees. Policies
regarding .the type and quality of
education provided, student housing and student conduct are also
determined by the Board of Trustees. The Board is also responsible
for providing and controlling re
sources for the use of the college.
Making
halls coe- ductional is an example of a deci
sion that was approved by the
Trustees. The decision was approved in 1880 at the executive
meeting with the provision that
single-sexe- d
housing also be offered.
The Board of Trustees consists of
ten individual committees. The
committees inlcude the Executive
Committee, the Committee on Fi
nance, and the Audit Committee.
Other committees include those on
Buildings and Grounds, Development Faculty Relations, Student
Relations. Religious Dimension,
Admissions Policy, and
20-2- 2.

.

.

non-progra-

m

The Executive Committee consists of the Chairman of the Board,
the President of the college, the
Vice Chairman of the Board, the
Chairman of each of the Committees, excluding the Committee on
Nominations, and four other Trustees, totaling sixteen members.
Three classes of 13 trustees are
chosen on the basis of their interest
in The College of Wooster and their
willingness and ability to work on
the college's behalf. Trustees are
also chosen on the basis of trying to
maintain a wide range in age,
geography, and occupation within
the committee. At least 50 percent
of the Trustees chosen must be
communicant members of the United Presbyterian Church in the United States of America.
Each of the three classes serve
for three consecutive years. The
three classes and the President of
the College compose the Board. All
Trustees are required to attend all
of the meetings, occurring each
year in October, April and June.
Auditors are chosen by the Student Government Association for
two years terms for the Committees on Finance, Admissions Policy, Development and Buildings and
Grounds. There are also student
representative on the Committees
on Religious Dimension and Student Relations.
Jenny Dean, BUI Andrew, and
Sue Clydesdale are the student
representatives on the Committee
on Student Relations. Student concerns can be submitted to Jenny
Dean at the SGA office.

Wishart said. Knowledge and religion come from the same source."
A reconciliation of the Bible and
evolution was at the heart of Woos-teattitude to the origins of man.
In fact Dr. Mateer often taught in
the college chapel. Mateer. also
issued, two pamphlets "Evolution
and Christianity" and "Evolution
vs. Creationism." The college's
willingness to be public on the issue
drew the fire of Bryan. Bryan, Tait
remarked, honestly thought "evolution was a huge social and moral
error, which would corrupt future
generations."
In 1921, Bryan visited the college
and was invited to speak with
Wishart in a forum on evolution. In
his 2V4 hour speech, Bryan spoke of
man's relations to God, and vilified
evolution. In an earlier remark,
Bryan had said "Darwin's doctrine
leads naturally to war and
Nietzsche's Supermen.'
Wishart called the speech "eloquent ignorance." Interest in the
nnfl1it Mtntlnnaif mi Vmi(,
campus in debates and events after
Bryan left but only scattered
opinion was heard.
Wishart and Bryan were to lock
horns again, this time in the Presbyterian national convention in Indianapolis, Msy, 1923. Both men
were running for Chief Moderator,
with Bryan intending to introduce
rs

anti-evoluti- on

anti-evolution-

ary

resolutions

into

the church.
After a close first two ballots,
Wishart went over the top. Two
days later, Bryan introduced a
resolution to cut off funds to Presbyterian colleges teaching evolution, which was defeated. The
schools were "saved from economic loss and loss of academic freedom."
When Wishart returned to Wooster, a huge celebration was staged,
with the whole community' parading and listening to speeches. The
role of Wooster in preserving aca
demic freedoms and defending set-- .
entitle truth, as well as preserving
its religious background, indeed
constituted a "bright moment in
the history of Wooster."
--

6able House Program
Assists Area Youth
By KDfBERLX BRODEE
The women of Gable House have
been providing an outside connection for the Indian River School for
Boys in Massillon since the '83
school year. The school houses
young men with ages ranging from
15-2- 1

under maximum security.

The program began when Katie
English and Mary Mullen formed a
a group of women "genuinely interested in becoming involved with
people," as stated by one resident

From there a proposal was submitted to the Program Committee, and
it was accepted without complica-

tions.
The Gable members make two
weekly trips to the facility in a car
provided by a Wooster alumnus. On
Friday half of the members travel
to Massillon and tutor the boys.
The members try to provide help
in areas practical to their major. In
addition to providing a service to
the community. Gable women are,

as stated by Katie English, "gainthat will be valuable

ing experience

later .in our careers." On Sundays
thm women that dont tutor perform
psychological test questionaires

with the boys both prior and after
their release. One member stated.'
"We find the tutoring and testing
experience equally rewarding."
To support Gable's activities.
SGA has appropriated funds for
transportation expenses. For additional funding, the residents have a
car wash and sell hoagles.
When asked their opinion about
working in a maximum security
facility, the women agreed that
they were not in any danger of
being harmed. As a resident stated; "We have never had any problems and feel 100 percent safe."
Presently, there are 11 women
living in Gable House, with a
twelfth returning second semester.
The majority of the residents are
sophomores and juniors. Each year
they hope to gain enough members
to perpetuate the program. As Gable House resident Laura Jansen
summed it up; "We feel special
.
about what we do."
.
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"Lucy" Author Johanson
Discusses Missing Link

The Review
Seeking Help
BY fsrara LOSE
Writing is at the heart of a liberal
arts education. One of the tangible
skills that a student in the Humanities and even in the Sciences leaves
Wooster with should be the ability
to write with clarity and force. A
logical extension of this is that
creative writing is also a vital
component of our education.
With this very intent to expand

By Emily Drag
Dr. Donald Johanson, one of the
world's leading paleoanthropolig-ixt- s
and author of Luejn winner of
the American Book Award for the
best Science book of 1SS1, spoke at
MeGaw Chapel os Tuesday night
under the sponsorship of the College of Wooster Cultural Events
Committee.
In 1973, when Johanson was in
, charge of the international Afar
Research Expedition in Ethiopia .
he discovered an amazingly preserved knee joint This finding provided evidence of man's upright
stature and locomotion. Returning
to the site in 1974, Johanson uncovered "Lucy" , a fossil discovery
which has forced a major reinter-pretaiof the early stages of
human evolution.
"Lacy" the skeleton of three
foot tall female, apand one-hapears to have walked the African
plains over three million years ago.
The skeleton was the oldest and
most complete specimen of a
human ancestor. 40 percent
of her bones were found. Johanson
stressed the. need for, "attempts to
be made to covey information in a
coherent fashion which explains the
means by which we came about
and why we are the way we are.

the opportunities for creative writing, the new Wooster Review was

created. Replacing the Thistle
which ran one or two Issues, The

Wooster Review is to be a center
for both poetry and fiction writing
on our campus.
A staff is being formed, submissions asked for and plans are being
made for future guest readers.
With a new budget and direction,
the Wooster Review is asking that
anyone with interests in creative
writing join our staff. Weekly meetings will be held to discuss, edit
and organize the upcoming issues.
Some academic credit is possible
for participation.
v
In organizing and giving a center
to creative writing at Wooster, the
Wooster Review will be able to give
exposure to the creative side of
Wooster writing, as The Voice does
for Journalistic writing.
Anyone interested in participating is welcome to the meetings,
held every Wednesday at 8 in the
basement of Babcock Lounge. If
unable to attend, contact either of
Chris Luse (Box
the
2147. extension 2630) or Dave
Means, or the faculty advisor, Professor Michael Allen.
co-edito-

on

lf

two-legg- ed

i

on-camp-

terviews, make sure to get an
appointment to see them. This is
your best chance to meet with a
representative of the school.
What If I want to go right into a
job after graduation?
The most important thing to do
right now is to closely examine
your background skills. What is it
that you think you will be particularly good at? Next, define your job
targets. Decide what kind of job
you want, who you want to work
for, and where you want to work.
Then, construct a resume that will
make you look as attractive as
possible to a potential employer in
your field of interest
Right now is the most important
time to organize your strategy for
either graduate school or

Astrslo

that it is the "missing link" in
,

common ancestor of
creaboth mankind and a. man-lik- e
ture known ai Australopithecus
which became extinct one million
years ago. "Lucy" walked on two
legs and had a small brain. This
finding led scientists to disregard
beliefs that large brains superced
ed upright walking.
"It wasn't until 1979 that we
realized the importance and
of 'Lucy'. " At this point .
Johanson began to revise the family tree". After significant lab
study and experimentation with
previously found bones, Johanson
placed "Lucy" at the "trunk of the
evolution-- a

dis-tinctivn-

ess

tree."

On the topic of creationism vs.
evolution Johanson feels that neither are "mutually exclusive." The
study of evolution provides for "educational enlightenment" "Creationism being taught in biology
.

class is equivalent to witch craft'
being taught in medical schooL"
Johanson stressed the idea that "
regardless of ones political and
religious beliefs we can trace humanity back to a common origin
and discover something about our
common destiny."

Westminster and the College. WestPag 1
minster has become a "quasi-officiarm of the college." and the
shelter and clothing, convinced
them that two adults could be college is the senior partner. There-

supported for an indefinite period.
Through the deliberations, the
Task"Porce recommended to the
Session a program of Sanctuary.
This recommendation was approved unanimously. The Session
action led to the congregational
meeting:
In this final congregational meeting, opposing viewpoints were stated, most expressing disapproval of
the action. John Pocock. chair of
the Board of Trustees of the College of Wooster, spoke of the rela-

al

fore, the Board would have considerable interest in the decision.
Pocock also spoke of U.S. law.
and the Board's concern with the
"clear possibility of going contrary
to established U.S. law."
Pocock then commented on the
important and long history of the

College's international relations.

The Board has specifically moved-textend its international mission.
The presence of international students on the Wooster campus

heldps both the International

tionship between Westminster dents and the U.S.
Church and the College, and the

of Human Origin at Berkley gave a slide
Donald Johanaoo from the
and lecture seminar at MeGaw Chapel entitled "The Human Family Tree: A
Fresh Look" on Tuesday evening. It include alseaarioa on the recent finding
m LaetoUd, T ansem
(near oumvai uorgej concerning on
Aastraloptthiens. Photograph by Train Jantzen.
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What should seniors be doing
right now in preparation for graduate school?
There are a number of things to
do the first semester of senior year.
The first step is to look into graduate schools in your area of interest.
Get as much information as possible about them. What kind of programs are available? What kind of
financial aid can be obtained?
What is the deadline for applications? All of these questions must
be answered in an effort to narrow
down the choices of schools.
Try to cut the number of schools
that look truly good to less than 15.
Then, go and talk with various
professors in the area you are
interested in. Find out what they
know about the schools. If the

SO, 1SS3

-

message

from their
different
By SEIG HOMSHER
ernment than what many other
A famous New Englander once students heard on campus. They
wrote, "If a man does not keep heard the voice of injustice to the
pace with his companions, perhaps poor and a violation of rights. This
it is because he hears the beat of had to do with the "verification of

another drum." These words have
come alive to me in my two years
here at Wooster. I have met many
people who have heard a different
drum direct their lives, and I have
come to understand and accept this
fact Also, I have come to believe
that being out of step is important
at times.
An example of what I mean by
"out of step" can be seen by
looking back to the end of winter
term last year. At that time, a
group of students heard a distinctly
--

gov-

draft registration" forms sent out

by the financial aid office to all
students. This led to a number of
demonstrations and finally a march
on the financial aid office itself.
This protest cam out of much
conviction and concern.
Another example of being "out of
step" which I have observed was
seen in a friend of mine who
missed three days of classes last
fall to attend a trial in Cleveland.
This may not seem like being "out
of step," but it was. because it put

"unintended consequences" which
may occur with an affirmative
vote. The mission of the College of
Wooster is the education of young
people, and the Board has backed
down from political decisions which
would be diversions, in order to
cling to that mission.

Through past relationships of

a personal concern above academics. The trial was one of four at the
time which experimentally tried
those resisting draft registration. I
admire my ' friend for doing this,
because it showed strong convictions and willingness to support a
man being tried for his beliefs.
Also, her strong conviction made
me curious enough to go to Cleveland myself. .
The last example of being out of
step is probably the most dramatic
It has to do with a friend- - who saw
before him two choices, and he
chose the one of greater worth to
him. He decided that he wanted
more than just an education, so he
followed a dream. He left school
and is currently marching across
Europe to Bethlehem on a peace
march. 1 especially admire him

The Board was advised by legal
council that there was a potential
for the immigration services to
remove visas for overseas students.
With these concerns in mind. Pocock stated that if Westminster
decided to offer sanctuary, a complete reexamination of the linkages
between the College of Wooster and
Westminster by the Board would
occur.
With the defeat of the recommendation, the Task Force will investigate ways in which a community
group may be formed to offer aid
.
to refugees.
--
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Two weeks and a couple tanks of gas ago I took my
favorite photographers down into Holmes County to solve
some of the cultural riddles that have been puzzling me since
I was a freshman. My ethnocentric musings contained
themselves to the Amish, Why do they drive buggies? How
can the women stand heavy black wool in the summer? How
can someone who grows all his own food stomach a Big Mac?
Anyway, we three daring collegiate intellectuals ventured
south on Route 83 into Holmesville where we turned right,
swung around into Mount Hope, and eventually came home
up Route 250. Even in the anachronistic setting of Holmes
County the silence was startling. Even the scenery was quiet,
huge hawks circled slowly over tranquil green farms without
powerlines. The only abrasive sound was my car engine
which often sounds more like a Boeing than a Ford.
On the quiet, pasture lined gravel roads my aerodynamic
wheeled
silver machine contrasted harshly with the wooden you
guys
buggies. 'Not that it wouldn't be easier to have all
have, but this is our religion,' said an Amish girl In sturdy
shoes, a simple peach dress, and a gauze head covering.
She was working in the Fredricksburg hardware store,
as my
and amazingly enough, she finds Freedlander's as dull
metropolitan mentality does. She had gone to a one room
school house until the eighth grade, and both speaks and
me that her
reads English and German. She even told owned
for ten
boyfriend had just given up the car he had
years to join a church and drive a buggy. .
d
and
His voluntary choice had made both his
his parents very happy. She explained that the Amish who
wear only black wool and have no Indoor facilities are 'more
backward than we are.' Her sect allows indoor plumbing,
colored --dresses, young men to own cars before they join the
church, and gasoline powered washing machines; but no
electricity. Her sparkling blue eyes betrayed her enjoyment
go to college she would
of life as she told.- me that if she could
study language,
at a one room
Earlier in the day we had stopped to look
school house which had old wooden desks, a pump, and was
heated by a huge galvanized steel stove, fueled from the coal
pile in the yard. A farmer" who was weeding his strawberry,
patch came over to see what we were up to, and once
often the
convinced of our geniality, began telling us howdeciding
to
Then
school
house.
painted
parents
the
childrens'
return to bis weeding, he sent us into pester the teacher who
unfortunately, was already gone.
school
As I dragged the zealous cameraman from thedividing
yard, a huge team of horses appeared over a hillock
lighter,
the neighboring field into two swathes of color: one
unplowed soil; the other dark, chunky and fertile. He stopped
'

girl-frien-
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to rest the team at the end of the furrow, and I, mesmerized
by the size of his horses, left my camera on top of the car and
marched through the meadow to the farmer. When I got
there, I told him that I'd never seen such huge horses, and he
remarked that I'd probably never seen- - many horses. I
..
assented.
We talked about where I was from, and I told him about
my grandmother and her little red school house, and then we
were ok. He had spent a day and a half mMng what heavy
farm equipment could have done in three passes. He was tiny
and talkative, and told me how many foals each mare had
borne, and where they had been sold. That farmer in his
homespun trousers knew more about the midwest than any of
the collegiate crew present did.
I was afraid that inquiring as to how he got to horse
shows in Kentucky and Indiana would be asking too much,
but I later noticed that there was a ear in front of his farm.
He allowed his horses to be photographed and even suggested
a few shots.but moved himself discretely out of the camera's
range.
The Amish are unwilling to be photographed (which is
why people are scarce in the photographs accompanying this
story), but if asked, they are very willing to have their farms
and livestock photographed. In fact, driving on a wide road
behind a quarry, with one photographer hanging out the
window, and the other standing up through the sunroof, we
attempted to photograph an approaching buggy. The driver,
as though used to such invasions of his privacy, simply
lowered his head, covering his face with his hat. He neither
threw stones nor yelled at us, but that enactment of the
doctrine of turning the other cheek made us feel so small that
none of us have since pointed a camera at an Amish person.
The rest of my query drove me to the library and
Hostetler's Amish Ufa The fundamental core of Amish
theology revolves around the belief that the community's
purpose is to be faithful to God. And this essential closeness
to God is maintained through simplicity. The less there is to
clutter one's life the stronger the faith can be.
My wanderings through Amish country, have changed my
perceptions of the culture. I no longer view it as simple-minde- d
and archaic, but daring and vibrant It takes
plow and
fortitude and trust to continue with a
candle light when John Deere and the electric company are
just up the street. --

.:
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THE TWISTED MIND
' By MAC SQUISH :
Are you the kind of person who
likes to slow and look at car
accidents? I would go out on a limb
and venture to say that perhaps
out of 10 of you would have to
answer my strange little question'
in the affirmative. Just as well, I
would also have to speculate that
most of you would not care to
openly admit your somewhat twisted penchant for the macabre in
public. Because if you did.it would
make you vulnerable and open to
all kinds of unwanted ridicule from
your peers
who, by the way,
probably also feel the same as you
do but are afraid to admit it. Either
way. if you do like to slow down
and catch those brief glimpses of
wreckage and gore, read on. You
need not worry about what people
wul think. Your "in tne closet
fascination with the horrors of the
unknown wul be our little secret
Author Stephen King understands
about such things If you've ever
had the chance to read one of
Stephen King's books. I think that
you may lust know what I mean.
King, who has authored such bestsellers as Curie, Salem's Lot and
The Shining, seems to have a firm
grip on the things that we don't like
to talk about the things that go
humo in the night Every once in a
while someone comes along who is
able to teach us about ourselves
the way
the way that we think
that we act Stephen King is Just
such a person.
The fact that we all. to 'some
extent seem to have this warped
interest in the dark side of life is
undeniable. But hand in hand with
this fascination of things that creep
!

.
.

and crawl in the darkness is our

own revulsion towards them. These
two mutually antagonistic ideas do
not seem to jibe too well when it

comes down to explaining our

thoughts and our actions. Rationalisation simply does not work. The
byproduct of such an unlikely mix,
invariably, seems to be guilt When
prodded about what kinds of books
I like to read I am usually hesitant
to bring up the name of Stephen
King. I feel this incessant need to
apologize for my predilection for
horror. Why is this so?
When you read horror you usually don't . believe what you read.
Stephen King makes it believable.
We like to think that life is rational
and structured. like amateur scientists we tend to impose order on
things. But the second that we
begin to explore the possible existence of the unknown
that is when
we begin to get nervous. Fear of
the unknown, right? Whatever it is.
it is not something that we like to
talk about We like to push such
thoughts and fears back into the.
catacombs of our subconscious,
where they fester' and brew and
eventually manifest themselves in
our worst nightmares. Stephen
King sifts through the recesses of
the human psyche and makes the
unknown seem possible.
So if, indeed, you do like to slow
down and look at car accidents, as
do I, I think that you wil enjoy
reading Stephen King. Perhaps you
may learn something about yourself in the process of being terrified
for a brief moment Read him and
take a walk through the unchartered regions of your mind that is
if you dare. You really, have nothing to fear ... do you? .
-
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THEATRE
A Streetcar Named Desire, by
Tennessee Williams, Stage Right
Rep Co.. Directed by Annetta Jef--.
ferson, Shoolroy Theatre. S:15 p.m..
Admission charge.

By SAM B. SILVE3BERG
Guide Staff writer
In the old days when only select

students had automobiles or handy
transportation; and long before delivered pizzas spoiled students,
to
hunger pains drove,
brave the 20 minute walk. And for
many Woosterites, past and
present Coccia House pizzas are
still something to walk a mile for.
Although a small town, Wooster
boasts a wide variety of eateries:
fancy dining at the College's own
Inn-othe Jaol; family restaurants; a collection of fine ethnic
dining: Greek. Italian and Chinese;
and the Inevitable fast food habits.
Yet for many alumni, Coccia is
the place. A return to Wooster
necessarily means a trip to the old
Pittsburg Avenue perch.
Coccia's pizza sauce and pasta
.abounds with delightful garlic and
seasonings, as well as rich and
tangy tomato sauce, which is always generously applied on their
pizza. That sauce is all too often
sparsely proportioned is most often
the complaint of pizza eaters. Indeed, some "quick-fi-x
delivered pizzas in Wooster lack sauce to the
point that one tastes only cheese
and dough. Not so at CocciaHouse:
Coccia's secret recipe sauce, soon
to celebrate its 25th year as a
public fancy, is so generous that it
oozes from under the topping with
each bite.
And speaking of toppings. Coccia
House is famous for its thick slices
of mild mozzarella cheese. The
partially melted sea of piping hot
cheese is particularly accentuted
by peppers, mild or hot, and pepper
corns to add spice. Be warned,
though. Coccia's double cheese is
filling, but some fanatics will challenge triple cheese, a delicious
experience which only the strong
willed and strong stomached should
venture.
The pizsa, properly topped with
vegetables and meats, is a meal in
it self A collection of good wines
and the
bar makes a pizxa
spiritually complete. And highly
recommended is Coccia's
salad with its bountiful lettuce,
cheeses, pepperonis, ham slices,
and ripe olives. The dressing, a
home made Italian, is plain but
good. And is frequently the case,
though, too much dressing is put on
the salad, which tends to drown the
flavor of the contents.
While pizza is popular with most
customers, from the College, Coc cia
House does offer a full complement
of dinners. They are good, the
servings generous, and the prices
mild. But the homey, friendly atmosphere and the pizza are' what
have really made Coccia House a
Scot favorite.
--
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SATURDAY
HOMECOMING
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 1
THEATER
A Streetcar Named Desire, Shoolroy Theatre, S:15 p.m.. Admission
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charge.

SUNDAY
SUNDAY, OCTOBER I
GUEST RECITAL
Mary Tilton, Harpsichord,
Hall, 4:00 p.m.

Mack-e- y

TUESDAY
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

right on, d) the victim of her owe
CONVOCATION
Love Under the Palm Trees: The culture related assumptions and
Problem of Cultural Difference, ways of seeing. Dr. Korn wiHJ
Shulamit Decktor, Anthropologist discuss how our own cultural biases
When Margaret Mead published prevent us from understanding oth--l
her findings about the free and er patterns of culture, and howl
uninhibited sex life of Samoan teen-ger- anthropologists try to see and inter-- l
was she a) lying to make a pret accurately. Mateer AuditoH
few dollars back home, b) stupid e) num. 11:00 a.m.
.

s,

WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER S
FILM

Sand of Outsiders.

1964.

Jean-Lu-

c

iGodard, perhaps the most imagine-fiv- e
filmmaker of the last quarter-Icentuand the most challenging
lot the French New Wave directors.
tells a witty and bitter tale of a
group of young people who turn to
ry

crime. Still in his

straight-forwar-

d

THURSDAY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER

ujaiitt aadinw list ui

CUSSION

.

Richard Reeves, American Jour-ney. Discussion led by Helen Os- good. Department of History, Doug-lass Lounge, 11:00 a.m.
,

style and toying with the genre of
tne gangster film more deftly than
in his more famous Breathless,
Godard subtly draws us into the
lives of these youth , while gently
pushing us away with an incisively
timed pace that keeps us too much
on the move to get too close. In
French with subtitles. If ateer Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

. LECTURE
Virtuous Sentiments and Excels
lent Lessons: On the Reception of
fcessffia: in America. Richard E.
Schade. European thinkers had a
great deal to do with the American
Revolution and the drafting of the
new constitution, with the founding
of American educational institu
tions, and .with America's under-- .

SLIDETALK
standing of its purpose and mis-The Cincinnati German Heritage, sion. Leasing was one of those
Richard E. Schade, Department of thinkers. An important chapter in
Germanic Languages ana utera- - the German contribution to Ameri- tures. University of Cincinnati., can institutions and culture.' Lean
off the German Lecture Room, 7:30 p.m. A
This talk-star- ts
special series of Ger-- tion with refreshments follows in
man's In America: The Tricenten- - Babcock International House
niaL Architecture, art customs and Lounge.
,
v'
v
culture' in the' German tradition as . '.
they have flourished in Cincinnati. THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6,
Schade's talk provides s kind of 18S3. CUE II CLUB LECTURE,
model for looking at the ethnic life "Enzymes and Member Trans-i- n
any city,in the U.S. Lean Lecture port Proteins: They Have a Lot
:
Room, 4:00 p.m.
.
in Common," ll:C0a.m. Boom
--
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By J.D. COX m
Renaissance is known for its
classical approach to rock and rolL
Annie Haslam, the showpiece and
focus of the band, is an opera
soprano with incredible range and
power; in a small club she can sing
over the rest of the band without
amplification. As the band's most
prominent member, Annie usually
appears in concert and on album
covers wearing elegant gowns and
hairstyles, but on the new album,
Time-Lin- e
(Independant Record
Services, 1983), she is wearing a
denim jacket and made up to look
like Blondie.
Much of the music style is as new
as the cover style, a result of the
departure of John Taut (Keyboards
and string synthesizers) and Terence Sullivan (drums and percussion). Annie only (but not merely)
sings, so the composition was left
up to Jon Camp (bass) and Michael
Dunford (acoustic and electric guitars). Their musical preference
seems to be more pop than classical-based,
but they manage to do
justice to both on this album.
The second side is mainly
giving more attention to
the instruments than to Annie, a
first for the group and a mistake.
However, the sound in the first
three songs is not "studio-processelike much pop but
smooth, with an inventive, roaming bass line and a flowing melody. The fourth song,
"Orient Express", uses the bass
percussively in a boring, repetitive
beat, and has Annie sounding like
Lene Levoch. The last song, "Auto-Tech- ",
conveys the high tension of
a race-ca- r
driver but becomes tedithrough.
ous half-wa- y
Luckily, all of the album's flaws
are made up for by the other side.
Although we still see some pop
pop-oriente-
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BY DREW VANDECREEK
Punch The Clock, Elvis Costello'i
ninth album, continues Costello's
trend toward a more elegant,
showy style, while maintaining his
themes of alienation and obscured
truths. 19778, My Aim Is True was
e
a
breakthrough album,
using spare, fierce musical arrangements and bitter lyrical doses
new-wav-
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COLLEGE RADIO

to help define the original new
wave sound. On Get Hippy, his
fourth album, Costello moved tosoul sound,
ward a Memphis-styl- e
with catchy musical hooks and
lyrical wordplay. Get Happy was
followed by two similar albums and
1981's
Almost Blue.
Punch The Clock continues in the
pattern of Elvis Costello's career,
from harsh to smooth.
Punch The Clock is an album in
the pop music tradition, there is no
trace of rock and .roll present.
Keyboards and horns carry the
musical load, with guitars played
down in-- the mix. On several numbers, Costello's use of horns is a
good approximation of soul music.
Others, most notably "Shipbuilding," match elegant piano themes
with reflective, bittersweet lyric
themes. The majority of the album
keyboards-and-horconsists of
numbers which Costello.
delivers in a wistful voice. Musically, the album seems to glide effortlessly from style to style, establishing its theme in its eclectic nature.
Elvis Costello has always been
preoccupied with alienation and the
complexities of modern life, and
how they obscure the basic realities
of life. Where earlier in his career
he would rail at these complexities
in blind anger, he now subtly ac?
cents lyrics of bittersweet, confused pain with an eclectic, almost
confusing range of musical backings. In "The Element Within Her"
Costello sings "It's the element
within herSomething under her
skin ... In "Love Went Mad" he
asks "Do you feel like I Feel?Do
you have a heart? Do you have a
heart of iron and steel?" Some
would say Elvis Costello has bent
under the pressure of the world he
once reviled. What "Punch The
Clock" makes as a response is that
he has merely sidestepped it for a
different angle of attack.
This record is available at Round
pure-count-

ry

po

ns

By DON SANDFORD
The radio station here at the
College of Wooster has a whole new
look to it this year. It is more than
the bright new WCWS logo on the
wall outside of the station. It is the

Harpsichord
Recital

By Chuck Craig
This Sunday, October 2, a recital
marking the dedication of the College's new harpsichord will be held
at 4:00 p.m. in Mackey HalL Mary
Coffman Filton, a 1964 graduate of
the College with a Bachelor of
Music degree in organ, will per-

is crucial that the station keep the
public in mind when scheduling
programming, and that is what she
has been trying to do." As she points
out. "the listening audience is composed of several groups of people."
She tries to build her format
around the various listening needs
of the audience. For example, in
the morning hours, when people
need something to get them going,
the music is often very upbeat,
although not necessarily hard rock.
In the afternoon, when many people are studying, the music is often
softer and more soothing. So far,
the format seems to be a good one.
There are other good things to
look for coming out of WCWS. The
news this year is being directed by
junior Betsy. Ross. With six news
spots of five minutes, two news
spots of 10 minutes,, and one half
hour news show, she finds that "it
is a lot of work." but adds. "I'm
enjoying it" She finds that her
news staff is "a good team with a
lot of potential and enthusiasm."
If all that isn't enough, the sta-- t
o
n
i
also has a Public Affairs ' department headed up by junior Tracey
Katouch. There is also fine sports
coverage, which seniorDave Bryan
is in charge of for the year. The
station does indeed look good for
the academic year, and they en-

people inside that are making
WCWS a better "alternative for the
80's."
One of these people is the general
manager for the station.senior Rob
Mock. It is his job to make sure
that everything is running smooth
ly, a job he finds time consuming.
"I am spending between 6 hours
at the station" Mock continued,
"and that is a lot of time." He is
very optimistic about the way
things have been going so far this
year. "This is the first year in
recent memory that the station was
able to get on the air in time" he
states, adding that he sees this as
significant This is but one of many
things that Mock sees as better this
year. He also points to the larger
number of students that are involved, the quality production staff,
a clear cut assignment of responsibilities, and a better commitment
to the listening public.
This is something that is echoed
by the station Program Director.
Daphne Upham. A senior who has
been with WCWS since the fall of
her freshman year, she sees the
station as "trying to meet the
public desire for more jazz and courage everyone to tune into
classical music." She thinks that it WCWS.92 FM.
4--

92 FM AT WOOSTER
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ny Newman in Bloomington, Indiana, where he lived across the
street from the Filtons. After takform.
While at The College of Wooster, ing lessons from Mr. Newman for a
Filton studied organ under Richard period of time. Filton enrolled at
F. Gore, and piano under Daniel the Early Music Institute of IndiWinter. Upon graduation, she pur- ana University, where she is pursusued a Master of Music degree in ing a doctorate in the Literature
organ at Yale University, where and Performance of Early Music
she first became fascinated with with an Emphasis in Harpsichord.
She now studies with Elisabeth
the harpsichord at a concert given
by Ralph Kirkpatrick. After reciev-in- g Wright and is a regular performer
her Masters - degree, Filton in concerts sponsored by, the
coupled the responsibilities of being Bloomington Community Chamber
a wife and mother with teaching Musie Association.
The new harpsichord was crafted
organ and piano students, and the
performance of occaisional organ for The College of : Wooster by
recitals in the United States, Eng- Bradley Benn of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Designed primarily as a
land, and Germany.
In 1978. her interest in the harpsi- continuo instrument, the harpsichord was rekindled by the arrival chord has a compass of more than
of reknowned harpsichordist Antho- - five octaves, and contains three
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wonderful range and utilize an
orchestral sound.. The studio musicians hired for this album deserve
credit for their versatility in recreating Renaissance's old style on
the first side and keeping signs of it
alive in the rest.
Since this is their first album in
four years, one must expect
changes. The musical marketplace
won't stay the same, even for
Annie's graceful voice. As in all
groups, the "sound" evolves either
negatively or positively to meet
demands of the public as tastes
change; fortunately, once the shock
wears off, Time-Lin- e
is not only
pleasing but downright delightful.

l'--

I
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A

'The Entertainer" display her

d"

su-prisin-

r

A

influence, especially on "Richard
the IX", Annie is put into the
spotlight in traditional Renaissance
fashion. "Chagrin Boulevard" and

RENAISSANCE
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choirs of strings. Two of these sets
of strings are at eight foot or
unison pitch, with the other set an
octave higher at four foot pitch. A
buff stop which creates a lute-lisound is also Included. .
ke

-

Benn's instruments are hand-

crafted of the highest quality materials and are found in many colleges and universities throughout
the United States. This harpsichord
is the generous gift of Mr. and Mrs.
Evan Davis of Oak Hill. Ohio.
On Sunday, Filton will perform a
variety of Baroque harpsichord
works, including 'Five Salliards
and Toccata XI' by Girolamo
'Suite in E minor by
Rameau
).
ma'Partita I in
jor by Johann Sebastian Bach
-

Fres-cobal- di

(1583-1643- ).

Jean-Philip-

(1683-1764-

(1685-1750- ).
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The Scientist
Faith And Evolution
By CAROL PEARSON
Why hat the Issue of creationism
vs. evolution become such a sock
'em down, kin 'em, hollering boxing match? Hare people forgotten
the seriousness and significance of
the question at hand: What is the
origin of the universe?

The debates presented thus far
during the Creation vs. Evolution
Series were nothing but battles
between sarcastic, witty orators.
The audiences were forced to become either staunch creationists or
evolutionists; but it seems never
the twain shall meet! Yet the two
can be synthesized into an all
encompassing theory.
The definition of science during
the Series was battled about, torn
apart, and was never completely
understood. Science is made of
opinion, creativity, and inspiration
as well as specific skills and knowledge. What creationists do not
seem to understand is that plenty
of room exists in the evolutionary
theory for faith in a Creator. Clearly a Creator can work through the
Laws of Nature and Science.
Creattonism is faith and faith
only. This faith is a trust in the
Creator which does not utilize the
scientific method. How can crea
ttonism be scientific if it does not
involve experimentation, observation, and data analysis? The Creationist's "ammunition" therefore.
seems to be a twisted view of what
is already evolutionary fact.
Contrary to creationist belief, observable evidence such as transitional fossils, many methods of
dating these fossils, and modern
studies of the patterns of genetics
prove evolution is fact.
Evolutionists admit that there

are many unanswered questions
and that mistakes have probably

been made. This is true in any
phase of science. Yet how can
people accept other scientific theories and not accept evolution?
On September 23rd, in his lecture
entitled, "Creation, Evolution and
the Laws of Science," Dr. Duane
Giih implied it is wrong to believe
that this complex orderly universe
was created from a cloud of hydrogen gas. With a sarcastic smirk, he
questioned the possibility of people
evolving from a puff of gas.
Inversely, one may ask such a
fundamentalist how a complex orderly world was put together in
only six days according to Genesis?
Anyone can say the "Big Bang" is
preposterous, but at least a scientist is able to prove, using factual
evidence, why an idea is true or
-

false..

Obviously neither the creationist
not the evolutionist was there to
observe the beginning of time.
What must be studied are the
remains of the past and the living
biological world of today;
Biologists cannot close their eyes
to the microscopes through which
they see the processes of genetics
and mutations. These processes of
genetics and the importance of
advantageous mutations lead to the
understanding of natural selection.
Nor can geologists turn away
from the fossils and rocks that
reveal transitional fossils and similarity in bone structures between
different species. In addition,
can tell us that the earth
is literally 4.6 billion years old by
using a number of scientific meth-

geo-physici- sts

ods.

.

Are scientists expected to blindly

ing. Instead, those students would
have to sutler until a space was
minute. This opened by students leaving school
1

attend at the last
year, most of those spaces were or moving

...

off-camp-us.

Allowing financial aid students to
used to house Crandellites.
would not only
Although the housing system is move
problems
but save
placement
solve
Betty
to
almost full now, according
while affording
Rae. the largest present class will the student's money
Bar-br- a
be graduating in W, leaving extra greater comfort According toclass-load
a
full
for
tuition
Conkle.
year's
next
room behind, when
is 19.650. A student moving off
smaller class arrives. However,
Bea also says that there are only campus and the meal plan win paya
about 10 open spaces for men on a comprehensive fee of $7,334.
campus right now. Most of these reduction of $2416. Comfortable
housing can be had for
are men sharing freshman rooms
in freshman halls, a limited and $100 a week, or $800 for the term.a
uncomfortable choice. As a result, This leaves $116, or about $4540
-- most people would choose to live week to pay for food and utilities.
However, the administration
off campus. Unfortunately, this opmoney in the
tion is all but Impossible for stu- would prefer to Invest
campus. Rick Swegan says that
dents on financial aid.
According to Jim Bollinger of Stevenson and Bissman basements
flnanrU' aid, the college invests a will be experimentally renovated
large amount of money into student this year.
The ideas that may be used
grants, and would rather see this
money reintroduced into the school Include: carpeting, waU coverings,
ceilings, with phone
than spent off campus unless every soundproofed
room is filled.' Bollinger was in- and computer lines to every room.
.

off-camp-us

off-camp- us

formed that an exception to this
mad for the dis
nniiov Mnld
placed Crandellites, but was not
given any similar leeway to deal
with students having nlaeement
problems caused by the overcrowd-- 1

eye-openi-

half-yea-

ng

tion, faculty, students, and the
Several interpretations of the Wooster community.
creation of the universe exist
among the many religions of the
These various interpretations can be debated forever because there are no facts to support
a tangible conclusion.
world.

Through countless and repeated
testing for over 100 years, the
evolutionary process has been
proven valid (aa can be seen in any
biology-o- r
historical geology textbook). Scientific theory cannot be
opposed by anything except a new
proven scientific theory.
nnt tank man each other as
"the unfaithful evolutionist" and
"the evangelistic creationist" became this is simolv not true. Crea
tionists must realise that not only is
trust in the creator important, out
trust in fellow man and woman is
tixtrcmelv essential. la it not Possi
ble that God wanted man to use his
given intellect and reasoning powers to solve the earth's giant jigsaw
puszle?
T-ot-

on

Sarah Ifortensen and the Financial Affairs Committee held the
floor for most of the General Assembly meeting, going through the
long and tiresome process of allocating the 5,000 dollars that was
budgeted for this semester. Most of
the organizations that requested
funds ended up receiving about half
of their requested amounts, because there was more than 11,000
doners requested.

for Men and Women
Styling and Haircuts
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Rick, Rita,

I

Marty, Dave.
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262-316-
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418 N.

Market

Joy-Cee- 's

Dancewear

&

Lingerie Shoppe

Wooster' s only complete shoppe for Tap, Jazz
Ballet Shoes, Tights, Leotards, Unltards and Other
Accessories. Visit our lingerie room for the finest In
Fridays, closed
every day
lingerie. Open
Sunday.
-

9-5:-

127 W.

9--

30

9

North St.

262-459-

8

Creationists are tugging at the

wrnnff end of the rone. They are

pulling us backwards in our efforts
to solve the important question.
Why dont we stop this pointless
A
repartee and end this
unification of creationist faith and
evolutionary theory is in order.
tug-of-wa- r?

connected to the other two. If the
plan is carried out, Armington,
Stevenson, and Bissman will be
renovated one floor at a time.
The renovation would decrease
available dorm space, and imply
greater dependency on the small

housing program, which many
feared was doomed from the examples of CrandeU, Richardson, and
Grosjean. However, the two small
houses were closed because there
was no need for extra space until
the sudden closing of CrandeU, and
they were the farthest from the
campus. Sick Swegan, Betty Bea,
and Ken Plusquellec all assert that,
the administration and the trustees
strongly support smaU housing and
that there has been no discussion
on flosing them.
Mrs. Bea pointed out that the.
large freshman class of 1980 along
with that year's high retention rate
had created a need for space, so
Armstrong and Richardson houses
were opened to help fill that need.
That class is about to graduate, so
the program was reverted to its
original status. However, Dean
Plusquellec said that, due to costs,
if enrollment goes down, so win the
percentage of smaU houses to dorm
.

116 South Market St.
Wooster, Chio 44691
216

263-00- 35

Opens: Monday -- Saturday 9:UUam
Closes: 9:00pm Monday and -Friday
5:00pm other davs

3iuo Hhru

I

The Cotepe'a "family" Bartow. I

'a

In addition, the furniture may be
redesigned, along with reclassifying many doubles as singles and
converting, trios of adjacent rooms
suites with the
into
center room being a common roomi housing.
four-pers-

i

At the General Assembly meeting
last Monday night, a motion to Join
The Ohio Coalition of University
Students (O.CU.S.) was passed for
r
period. This coalition,
a
along with C.O.P.U.S.. wfll help to
ignore what Is fact? God did not keep Wooster updated with events
give us such a curious and intelli- in Washington.
gent minds to let them become
stagnant in the realm of faith. Are
The Social Concerns Committee
creationists forgetting that faith is has been asked by Campus Council,
and must not blind and SGA to address the problem of
people from fact? There is a dis- litter on campus. This issue is a
tinction between belief and
major concern of the administra-

Mousing Situation To Improve
Continued from Page
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Scots Booted By Wilmington
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The Fighting Scot Soccer Team
dropped a tough game to Wilmington College 0 last Saturday on the
Cart Dale Memorial Field. But
even in a losing effort the Scots
rose to the challenge offered by the
seventh ranked Division in team in dination between the backfield,
the nation, displaying a vastly im- mid field and forwards.
proved defense and a more aggresAs well as the progress made on
sive offensive effort
overall defense, there were also
Wilmington scored the game's individual defensive standouts. Junlone goal early in the second half iors John Ciemins and Mike Jones
after a closely contested opening spent much of the afternoon guardperiod. The Scots then took control ing Wilmington's Ekow Dennis, the
and forced most of the remaining amazing shotmaker from Ghana,
second half play into Wilmington's limiting him tcr just one shot on
end of the field. Wooster squan- goaL The play of freshman John
dered several scoring opportunities Porter was also noteworthy. The
in the second half including an center midfielder effectively neuat Saturday's soccer game against Wilmington. Photograph by Cheryl Lower.
apparent goal by Kevin Hurray tralized Wilmington's team organmidway through the half which was izer, thus stunting their attack.
nullified by an offsides penalty.
The players are optimistic about
Coach Nye noted that there really their chances in the. upcoming por-was not any added pressure in- tion of the season. Coach Nye
volved with playing a team of that echoed these sentiments. "We will
caliber. In fact, the Scots always be playing teams similar to us, and
play tough schedules. "When you if we play up to our potential we
play a team of their quality it should win a few."
back had time to pass the ball," Hosher's attempted field goal from exposes your weaknesses. In pracTomorrow the Scots match in39 yards was blocked by Kenyon
said a frustrated Kapp.
tice, we work on our strengths and steps with Ohio Northern in a
Wooster's running game was with 7:02 left in the first half.
emphasize pur weaknesses, then Homecoming soccer showdown.
very effective, especially in the
Wooster's chances for a win this take strides to eliminate them over The game starts at 4 p.m. Then
first half, with senior halfback Saturday, Homecoming weekend, the course of a couple of weeks." Wednesday, the Marietta Pioneers
Dave Jones, and junior quarter- looks good. The Battling Bishops 'The approach worked last year and visit Wooster. The game is slated to
back, Phil Lucchese, gaining 55
of Ohio Wesleyan
they is beginning to pay dividends this begin at 3:30 p.m.
yards and 33 yards, respectively, to tied Kenyon
which, like Kenyon,
help Wooster to a 0 halftime lead. rely heavily on their passing game,
Jones got the Scots on the score- invade the hungry Scots (0-at
board with :43 seconds remaining 1:30. "Our secondary wil be tested
Latiff again with Ohio Wesleyan's passin the half, with junior Gi-ing; hopefully, we will generate
kicking the extra-poi"We ran well and had some good more offense; our offensive line is
yardage; Phil Lucchese scrambled pretty consistent, so we should
well; Dave Jones had some good have a good running attack," said
an optimistic Kapp.
bursts on the outside," said Kapp.
Kenyon, on the other hand, could
Iwo Qteal
One low price.
only get a scarce 12 yards rushing
in the first half. "James Arnold
and John Srock stifled Kenyon's
running attack; Kenyon just
couldn't block them," said Kapp.
However, Kenyon was superior in
their passing attack in the first WOOSTER: 3 Kapp (3rd,
half, totaling 64 yards, while Woo- Head coach: Jim Kenyon, 0
Last week: Lost to
ster passed for 36 yards.
32-game
The Lord's passing
was a Last meeting: 1982, Wesleyan 7
different story in the second half.
OHIO WESLEYAN:
They accounted for 170 yards passHead coach: Jack Fouts
ing, while the Scots did not com(21st
plete a pass, and therefore did not
Last week: Lost to
get any yardage through the air.
Capital, 1
However, Wooster compensated
Standing:
Series
for their nonexistent passing attack
1
Ohio Wesleyan,
in the second half with their running game. Lucchese redeemed
Both teams enter this
NOTES
himself with his effective running. Ohio
Athletic Conference Red DiviI
91
He gained 58 of his game-hig-h
opener looking for their first I
yards on the ground in the second sion
I
of the season. Both teams
half. His 27 yard run at the end of win
prices!
I
Kenvictory
agaist
to
came
closest
I
the third quarter helped set up Gi-- yon,
their only common opponent
La tiffs field goal from 28 yards
Buy any size
Wesleyan battled the Lords to
away four plays later. The Scots led Ohio
C
7
opener,
season
a
its
in
tie
-10-but victory eluded them.
slip
a
104
Wooster
while
lead
let
Wooster had some bad breaks in
WOOSTER
u
in the final quarer in falling
the game that always seem to away
331
0
W.
Liberty
low
at
p
one
price
week.
last
plague them. With over 10 minutes
Wesleyan likes to advance
with this coupon.
0011
262
o
remaining in the first half, Ken- theOhio
ball with the pass, and win put N
yon's quarterback threw a pass,
e
N
basis.
'Extra cheese on a
to the test
Wooster's
and it was intercepted by sopho- The Scots secondary
I
Kenyon's.
by
were
hurt
I
more cornerback Darren Barr. fourth-quartbarrage
aerial
last
I
Barrs performance was tarnished
when he fumbled the ball on Ken week.
I
quarterback
Phil
Wooster
yon's 13 yard line while returning it
September
24
Expires:
I
Another unfortunate break was
on Page 11
when sophomore kicker Gary
1--

Mike

Jones sets to fire

shot on goal

,
year.
"We improved a lot" Commented Coach Nye, ?If the trend continues, we will be a good ball club.
Though we still need to get more
shots and apply more pressure in
front of the goaL" Nye also noted a
problem in the team's overall coor-

Victory Eludes Scots Once Again
Woo

Battles, Wesley an Bishops Tomorrow

'.
By PETE BOTTI
Like almost all of last year's and
this year's games, Wooster's Coach

Kapp's same aftermath still lingers
on: "We played well enough to win,
but we were just a step or two
away from that big play that could
have won the game." The Fighting
Scot football team contained the
Kenyon Lords' passing attack, their
main offensive threat, three-plu- s
quarters last Saturday, but nevertheless suffered a heartbreaking
loss,
ing.

16-1- 0.

on Kenyon's Homecom-

If it were not for the Kenyon
passing attack in the fourth quarter, let alone Wooster's collapse in
their own secondary, the Scots
would have obtained their first win.
Wooster held Kenyon's potent passing game in check throughout most
of the game, as the Lords only
amassed 64 yards passing in the
first half.

However, the momentum
changed in Kenyon's favor in the
early part of the fourth quarter,
with Wooster holding a slim

10-- 0

lead. Due to Kenyon's multiple
formation offense, which confused
the Scot linebackers, the Kenyon
receivers got open: Then, with 9:46
remaining in the game, the Kenyon
quarterback threw a strike to his
receiver who scored, enabling Kenyon to trim the deficit to 10-- 6 with
conversion.
the
The severe blow that crippled
Wooster's chance for a win was
with 3:47 remaining in the contest
Kenyon held possession of the ball
on Wooster's 30 yard line. The
Kenyon quarterback set up to pass,
and when the ball was in its flight,
a Wooster defender went for the
interception, which probably could
have put the game away for the
Scots. However, the Wooster defender could only deflect it up into
the air. Then, the intended Kenyon
receiver caught the ball and ran
into the endzone for a touchdown.
Kenyon then added a
conversion, making the score 1610.
"We did not have a good pass
rush in the end, so their quarter
two-poi- nt

two-poi-

nt

.

(0-2-- 1)

7--
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nt

pinail
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The WorldL
According Tdlardy

Harriers

Woo

Second At

Relays

OAC

Somewhere la the World of
Sports:
The 1983 season is over for the
Cleveland Indians. This statement
is no great secret Somewhere between Memorial Day and July
fourth the Indians' wardance to the
pennant was silenced by. American
League opponents.

ByDareBoop

The College of Wooster men's
cross country team was surprised
by a strong showing from Oberlin.
and thus finished second in the
OAC Relays. Oberlin showed good
depth to knock off the Scots by two
points.
Denison, Muskingum, and Capital
finished below Wooster with 24. 29.
and 45 points respectively. Approxin
teams particimately 25
pated in this unusual cross country
meet.
The first tandum for the runner-u-p
Scots was the team of Paul
Fleming and Bill Jackson, who
'crossed the finish line in third
place. The team of Al Jacobsen and
Bob Jones was next in seventh
place. Rounding out the scoring
was the team of Dave Brandt and
Andy Baird in ninth place. The
teams of Abe SpringerDave Boop
and Erik JacobsenTom Shearer
finished well, in fourteenth and nineteenth places.
Wooster returns this weekend to
the usual five mile course for
homecoming. Oberlin, as well as
Kenyon, will be travelling to Wooster to battle the Scots. Coach Bean
Impreastve
an
Tbm womed'i ToDeyball team, ewrjin
JTJ?frirTr
feels
that Oberlin will not surprise
by
Photograph
weekend?
this
practicing- for the Ohio Northern Invitational
the Scots this time, and with proper
Cheryl Lower.
preparation the Scots can make up
the two point deficit in the Relays.
The race begins at 11:00 a.m.
Saturday morning at the practice
soccer field near Wagner HalL This
WOOSTER
For the past two blocks with 33.
Although Light's status has should prove an interesting meet in
seasons, Karen light of Lima has
Scots stand a very
been a regular for The College of changed, she does not see her role .which the host winning.
as different "I suppose most teams good chance of
Wooster volleyball team. At
she has been a consistent spiker for look at the tallest person on the
a team that has compiled a 2
other team as a threat, but I
(.718) overall record over the last havent felt any pressure here,"
two years.
she said. "I Just go out to have a
This year has been different for good time and try to help the team
coach as much as I can. You get into
Light, however. First-yeContinued from Page 10
Debby Stockham arrived at Woo- trouble if you get away from being
ster to find that most of last year's a team player."
team would not be returning, leavSo far. Light and the Scotties ese had trouble passing the ball
38 yrds). but was
ing Light as her only experienced have had a lot of good times in last week
spiker. "She is our bread and 1983. Stockham inserted letterwin-ne- r Wooster's leading rusher. The JunTammy Allen (Sturgia, Mich.) ior actually rushed for over 100
butter," Stockham said.
As the Scotties bread and butter. and sophomore Barb Davis (Woo- yards but finished with 91 stripes
Light has been regularly toasting ster) alongside Light, and the Scot-tie- s because of several sacks.
"We
FOR WOOSTER TO WIN
opponents at the net. She has
have picked up just where they
notched 66 kills in 120 attempts for left off last season. Wooster cur- must play better pass defense,"
an impressive .433 spiking percent- rently boasts an 2 record and said Scot coach Jim Kapp, "and we
age. In addition, she leads the club appears to be one of the strongest need to work on our pass rush.
Offensively, we have got to do a
in service aces with seven, and teams in the state.
better job with our passing game.
n
They play a lot of
coverage, and that will be a challenge for our receivers."
"Mental preparaTHE KEY
tion la the key," said Kapp. "It is
homecoming, and there are a lot of
distractions and demands on our
players' time. We have got to
concentrate on the opponent, eliminate our mistakes and become a
better football team."
Senior
INJURY REPORT
safety Greg Potter (left), senior
outside linebacker Larry Ashbaugh
(shuolder), senior guard DaveMc-Quat-e
(shoulder) and freshman de-

r
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17-1-9.

Despite their anaemic

.

"

8

Rookie

sensation Julio Fran

;
.

m

not-so-perfe-

ct

2,

.

team roundtrippers this year,
Cleveland lies in the abyss of
American League power production.
Although

the longball Is seen
around Memorial Stadium as often
as Haley's comet, the Tribe is

Notes...

moved ' out of the bullpen and
blanked the Yankees on three hits.
The fine chemistry of young players and reliable veterans (Thorton,
Harrah, and Sutcliffe) should lead
Cleveland out of the AL East catacombs.

Finally, Tribe Skipper Pat Cor-ralhas turned player attitude
around. The Cleveland ballplayers
believe they will be contenders in
1984. Corrales had the Phillies in
first place when he was fired last
July. There will be no shots heard
around Lakefront if the Indians are
on top of the Al East come next
summer. But then again, by April
1984 the grinnin Indian uniform
may be a a collector's item.
If the Cleveland Indians decide to
stay by the shores of Lake Erie,
solid trades and young talent may
finally make Northern Ohioans forget Lemon
Feller and Colivito.
In 1984, the wardance on Lou
Bordeux Avenue may overtake Baltimore and company.

es

Carps Picks Pennant Winners

ar

BY KIRK CARPENTER
With all four Major League baseball divisions locked up it is time to
start fMnMng about the league
championship series that start the
night of October 4. This year the
playoffs consist of three veteran
clubs and one young but exciting

(3-18--1,

--

team.

--

In the American League it will be
a battle between the Baltimore
Orioles and the Chicago Whitesox.
For the Sox it is their first post
season appearance since the 50's.

man-to-ma-

J

First-Tim-

(hand) are all questionable.

be dominated by strong pitching,,
and team power. Both clubs have
super starting staffs, but are thin in
the bullpen, especially the Whitesox. The O's will throw Scott lie
rookie of the year
Gregor (18-6-).
candidate Mike Boddicker (16-7while
and Mike Flanagan (12-3the Sox will counter with crafty left
and their
bander Britt Burns (10-9two 20 game winners Rich Dotson
20-- 7
and Lamar Hoyt
Both clubs have plenty of fire
power to offset the talented pitching staff of the respected clubs. For
Continued on Page 12 V
).
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23-1- 0.

Blood Donor,

e

--

fensive back Charles Haggerty

This best out of five series should

).

American League

--

8--

Mld-dletow- n,

98-8-

ment acted intelligently, realizing
they would not be able to sign a
long-tercontract with Trillo.
Montreal, baseball's superstar-to-b- e
factory, is bound to give Cleveland two solid players.
The Tribe then traded Len (perseason)
fect game,
Barker to Atlanta for three players.
Rick Brehanna (2-- ERA 3.96) has
already joined Cleveland. All purpose outfielder Brett Butler (4
HR's, 34 RBI's. .282 BA) and slugger Brook Jacoby (25 HR's. 100
RBI's, .315 BA in International
League) will report to the Indians
at the end of the season. Second
year man Butler and rookie Jacoby
will provide Cleveland with .more
speed and power. With only 84

1,

CT 06457.

Whitesox.

6,

Light Is Scots' Bread Arid Butter

Sell T984 Lust WordTM Wall Calendars. 50 profit. Retails for S7.9S,
you make $3.99 each! Designed for
college audience. Full color. Illustrates one teasing word each
month. Not pornographic. Great
gift Idea. Spiral bound, shrink
wrapped. Send 97.98 checkM.O. for
sample calendar and Instructions
to: Haan Graphics, 234 Court,

.

3.

"

58-2-

bitting for average. Ten Indian
batters are hitting over, the .279
dip. Pat Tabler (Cleveland's steal
of the century) was left for dead in
the International League. Now Ta- - '
bier's bat (6 HR's. 80 RBI's. .211
BA) attacks the Orioles and the :

co often brings back memories cf
record, the Tribe is coming out of Hall of Famer Ernie Banks. Chicaits deep coma. The ballclub pos- go's boomer Ron Kittle is the only
sesses a wealth of young talent, one keeping Franco from American'.,
and throughout the season Cleve- League Rookie of the Year honors, v
land made some beneficial trades.
Mike Jeffcoat (1-- 4.07 ERA) and
In August Cleveland dealt Manny NeaKMr. Friction)Heaton (11-Trillo to the Expos for two players 3.83 ERA) are young pitchers with
to be named later. Team manage plenty of arm. Last week Helton

two-ma-

5-1-

'
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You're ONE Special Person
You have the Courage to Ccro
;

JU American
Jm Red Cross

I
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Carps Picks... Scottie Trailblazers Eighth
from Page
they
are led by the At Pennsylvania Meet
Baltimore
Cal
dynamic
Continued

duo of

11

Ripken

.

(24

HR's, 94 RBI) and Eddie Murray
(33 HR's 107 RBI). Gary Roenicke
and Ken Singleton provide added
power as they have combined for 38
homers. Catcher Rick Dempsey
adds stability and clutch hitting.
The White sox are led by rookie
sensation Ron Kittle (34 HRS, 94
RBI) and veteran catcher Carlton
Fisk (25 HRs. 89 RBI). Greg Luxin-sthe ever so consistent DH led
an designated hitters with 35 home
runs.
My feeling is that the series will
be a close, hard fought series going
the full five games with the Orioles
coming out the victors, due to their
playoff experience and a better
bullpen. In a short series the bullpen is so crucial, and the O's have
a real stopper in Tippy Martinez
(19 saves).
ki

National League

Taking a look at the National
League playoffs it is a battle between the Phillies and the Dodgers.
A month ago it did not look like the
Phils would be in the playoff picture, but they caught fire and have
won 15 of their last 20 games. Still I
expect the Dodgers to have a fairly
easy road in downing the Phils for
their first pennant since the '81
season in which they went on to win
the World Series.
The Phils have some excellent
offensive players, but lack the
pitching balance the Dodgers have.
The Phillies pitching staff is led by
John Denny (18-6- ) and
Future Hall of Famer Steve Carlton
That is about where the
Phils pitching stops. In the bullpen
they have a real stopper in Al
Holland who is second in the National League in saves with 24.
When you talk about the Dodgers
pitching you're talking about the
best. They can throw 5 or 6 quality
starters at the Phils, while the
Phils have only two. The Dodgers
are led by Fernando Valenzuela
).
Pena. Welch, and Reuss
round out the staff. In dealing with
hitting both clubs are similar. They
thrive on timely hitting and the
long baU. The Phillies of course are
led by perennial all-stMike
Schmidt. After a customary slow
start he has pounded the bail and
leads the senior circuit with 39
homeruns. He is also third in RBI's
with 107. Gary Mathews has also
been a standout offensively this
season. Ageless veteran Joe Morgan has sparked the Phils pennant
drive this season with a hot bat,
especially the last three weeks.
Many of the Phils have had off
years offensively, but with Morgan,
Schmidt, and Mathews they have
been able to score enough to stay
up on top.
When the Dodgers offense is discussed it always starts with Pedro
Guerrero. Pedro leads the Dodgers
in HRs (31) and RBI's (94), and
batting average (.298). The Dodgers rely on Greg Brock for additional power (20 HR's). Steve Sax
is an important cog in the Dodger
speed attack as he is second in the
League with 51 stolen bases.
The Dodgers do have a problem
with team-- defense, but it has been
better the last two months. In the
first half of the season they had a
defensive efficiency only equaled by
the San Diego Chargers of the
NFL.
The Dodgers will defeat the Phils
in four games to capture the National League pennant, and represent the senior circuit in the World
Series against the Orioles.
ex-Indi- an

(15-15- ).

(14-10-
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By TOM WARD

For Coach Craig Penney and his
talented group of women runners,
Pennsylvania did not prove as kind

as Michigan. The women harriers,

coming off a fine performance at
the GLCA's, could only manage
eighth place at Indiana University
of Pennsylvania.
The team faeed tremendous comseven Division I and
petition

Division H schools. Wooster and
Allegheny were the only Division
meet.
m schools competing in thewomen
Much to their credit, the
harriers did outpace the Division II
Akron Zips.
Host Indiana University of Penn-

sylvania (36 points), put themselves on fast forward and glided to
victory. James Madison University
(64 points) snatched second place.
West Virginia University (70
points) ran to third place. Wooster
(233 points) won the battle of Ohio,
holding off Akron (247 points).
Coach Penney approached the
meet as a learning experience for
the team. "Each time they run
they gain some maturity and some
knowledge." Wooster went into the
meet as an unknown, but that did
not keep the women from trying
hard. "They all gave their best, 110
percent" added Penney.
The field at the meet totaled 140

runners. Amy Smith, who Penney
said "ran under control," led the
Scottie trailblazers with a time of
21:17 (53rd overaU). Liz Moran
21:51 (60th place) and Becky Pick
ett 22:03 (67th place) followed
Smith ThrTWOnman and Joan
Danowski finished within a wink of J
22:48 and 22:49. Amy
each other
Cillmburg dashed in at 23:07. Kate
Laskye and Bev Roberts tied at
23:27 to complete Wooster's

Penney's young trailblazers, two J
freshmen, five sophomores, two
juniors, and one senior: wfll host
four Ohio schools this weekend. InO
preparation for the meet, Penney
states that the women win work on
"getting more distance in, and
some more pace work."
Saturday is the 1983 inaugural
a real )
home race for the team
nomeconung. wooster nas one oi
the toughest courses in Ohio, and
this should prove advantageous for Si
The 1983 squad ' is one of the
strongest, talentwise and depth-wisin many years. Penney concludes, "It's a matter of going out
and doing it, doing the job." Tomorrow morning come out and
watch the women harriers do the
job on Denlson, Oberlin, Kenyon,
Walsh, and Case Western Reserve.

the entire game.
In general, Wooster's passing,
stickwork, and use of the field was
superior to Muskingum's. The Scot-tie- s
defense was challenged in this
game, and the test proved their
ability to handle pressure in the
circle. Wooster's attack got off to a
slow start in the first half, but
bombarded the opposite goal cage
with shots in the second half.
In the first five minutes of play,
Carol Martin scored a goal with an
assist from Patty Rudman. Muskingum scored a goal ten minutes
later, and at the end of the half the
score was
With the score tied,
the Scotties knew that they could
not sit back and relax.
In the second half, Carol Martin
once again led the Scotties attack
by scoring a goal in the first two
minutes of play. This was soon
followed with a goal from Marty
Karoly, assisted by Martin.
Muskingum scored on a corner
near the end of the half, and once
again the Scotties felt their lead
challenged. Less than one minute
later, Marty Karoly made a flying
assault at Muskingum's goal, and
propelled both herself and the ball
into the cage. The game was finished with a goal by freshman
Aggie Belt, leaving the score at 2
in favor "of Wooster.
This week Wooster will travel to
Wittenberg on Thursday and then
to Ohio University on Saturday. In
addition to playing O.U. on Saturday, the Scotties will also play
-

1-- 1.

5--

Eastern

Kentucky University.

683-719- 1

Shampoo & Haircut

Regularly $950

e,

Soup ....

By KATHY MARSHALL
The Wooster Scotties met Muskingum last Wednesday in what
was anticipated to be a fairly easy
match. However, as coach Terri
Prodoehl commented, the Muskies
have improved and "they made us
work for our win." In spite of the
resistance put up by the Muskingum team, the Scotties dominated

264-553- 5

&REDKEN

Ca& SWocss Qlfeste
154

Scotties Reel
In Mu skies

eaunaue

135 Beall Wooeter
1020 W. High Orrvllle

Continued from Page 4
because of bis decision to follow his
own ideals.
In my short article, I' have only
looked at the positive side of being
out of step. I have done this for a
reason. I wish to show there is a
positive side to being different. I
also realize that I have only
touched on examples that reflect a
certian set of values, but this is
important also. My experience at
Wooster has been with people such
as these. Each of us has the chance
to become acquainted with people
who stand out for what they believe. I challenge each one who
reads this article to learn from
them.
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Boots Priced To Save You Money
ALL DISCOUNTED
Handling Minnetonka Mocasslr

24-155-
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MARLENE AND JOHN BAKER OWNERS

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
of Wayne County
26C0V Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio 44691
216

Office hours

9:00-4:3-

345-779-
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All services are confidential.
All medical examinations done
by a doctor or nurse practitioner

8
Monday-Frida-

y

cUnfe.

Low cost, quality medical care.
Call lor an appointment.
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ORIENTAL FOOD

homemade egg rolls
sauces fried wontons
peppers
rice
Phone: 264-99- 65
Liberty St.
212 West

